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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ( W, R) be a Coxetcr system, and T= IJ,,,. W wRw ’ denote 
the corresponding set of reflections. For u’ E W, define N(W) = 
{TV Tlf(tw)<l(w)} h w ere I denotes the length function of ( W, R). The 
principal result (3.3) of this paper is that if W’ is a reflection subgroup of 
W (i.e.. W’= ( W’n T)) then {[E TI N(z)n W’= { 1)) is a set of Coxeter 
generators for W’. 
In particular, W’ is a Coxeter group. In [6], V. Deodhar gives a 
geometric proof of this last fact using properties of the root system of W. 
It is easily seen that the Coxeter gcncrators for W’ defined by Deodhar 
coincide with those described above. 
The idea of the proof here is that N may be regarded as a cocycle with 
N(r)= {r} (reR), and Coxeter systems are characterized (among groups 
generated by involutions R) by the existence of such a cocycle. One then 
checks that w H N(W) n w’ (W E W’) gives a suitable cocycle for W’. 
The same argument applies to a wider class of “reflection systems” 
(G, X) characterized by the cxistcncc of a certain cocycle and so we give the 
proof for these. The Coxeter systems are precisely the reflection systems 
(G, X) in which X consists of involutions. 
The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the 
main facts about reflection systems, closely paralleling [ 1, Chap. IV, 
Sect. 11. In Section 3: we prove that reflection subgroups of a reflection 
system are themselves reflection systems in a canonical way (3.3) and 
obtain some additional facts about their canonical generators (3.4) (3.11). 
In Section 4, we specialize to the case of a Coxeter system, and give a 
geometric criterion (4.4) for a set of reflections to be the set of canonical 
generators of a reflection subgroup, in terms of the inner products of the 
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corresponding positive roots in a geometric realization of the Coxcter 
system. Finally, in Section 5 we apply this geometric riterion to classify the 
isomorphism types of reflection subgroups of affine Weyl groups; this 
classification was conjectured and partly proved by Coxeter in [3]. 
Throughout this paper, we will use the following notation. For any 
group G, ord(x) denotes the order of x~G(ord(x) ENU {z}); for 
x, LEG, x.y denotes xyx-’ and for A c G, (A) is the subgroup of G 
generated by A. The cardinaiity of a set A will be denoted by # (A). If x, y 
are elements of a monoid, and m E N, define [xyx . .. I,,, to be (xy)‘“” if m 
is even, and (xv)‘” 1):2 x if m is odd; define [ ... xyx], similarly. 
Finally, the following convention will be convenient. For m E N, let Z, 
be the abelian group Z/mZ and set Z, = Z,. If u E Z, (m E N u {,x }) we 
denote by llal the minimum of the absolute values of the elements of the 
coset a. 
The results here are based on parts of the author’s Ph.D. thesis [7] and 
I thank my supervisor Dr. G. I. Lehrcr for all his invaluable help and 
encouragement. Some applications of the results in this paper to study of 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and the geometry of Bruhat intervals will be 
given in subsequent papers. 
2. GROUPS WITH A REFLECTION COCYCLE 
Fix a pair (G,X) where G is a group, XcG\{l}, and (X)=G. 
Elements of the set T= IJ RE- (;gXg-’ will be calicd reflections (of (G, X)). 
Set Y=XuX ‘, Y’={x”IxEX,~EZ}, and for gEG, define f(g)= 
min{nENI gE Yfl>, I,(g)= min{n E N 1 gE Y’,}. We say that I is the length 
function of (G, X). An expression g = x1’ . . . x2 (m E N, xi E X, ni E Z\ { 0} ) 
will be said to reduced (resp. I,-reduced, resp. strongly reduced) if 
E, I4 = l(g) Crew. m = f,(g), rev. Z, bil = 4~) and m = PI). 
Define a left ZG-module MC,,,, as follows. As abelian group, Mcc;,XJ is 
the set of formal combinations MC,;,,, = {x,, 7‘ a, t (a, E Zord (,), almost ail 
a, = 0} with componentwise addition. The G-action is given by 
g. c u,t = c ar(g.t). 
( > ,E T fCT 
(2.1) DEFINITION. A pair (G, X) as above will be called a reflection 
system if there is a function N: G + MC,,,, such that 
(i) N(gh)=N(g)+g.N(h) (g,hEG) 
(ii) N(x)= Ix (XE X). 
If these conditions hold, N will be called the reflection cocycle of (G, X), 
and we delinc muit, E Z c,rd (!) (K E G tc 7‘) by N(g) =ILe7.mult,k)t. 
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Till further notice, (G, X) denotes a fixed reflection system with reflection 
cocycle N. Note that 1 4 T and 
(2.2) mult,( gh) = mult,( g) + mult,? ~,~(h) (g, hcG, TV T). 
(2.3) LEMMA. (i) Any g E G has u strongly reduced expression. 
(ii) For g E G, I,(g) = #{t E Tjmult,(g) # 0} and l(g) = 
IL, r ilmWs)l . 
(iii) If g E G, c E { & 1 }, and t E T, then l(Q) is greuter than, equal to, 
or less than I(g) uccording us whether !lmult,( g) + Eil is greater than, eqzrul 
10, or /e.r.s thun 1 mult,(g)!l. 
Proof: Suppose g = XT’ . . , ~2 where x,EX, n,EZ\{O}. Note that 
N(g)=n,t, + ... +n,t, where ti=x;l...xl’ 1 ‘xi. If t,=t,, for some i<.i, 
then x;xC~_‘; . . . x’!~ 1 = x7;r; . . . XF ;xi and so I-1 
(2.4) g = x;’ . . . q ;,y?’ + “lx:‘;-; . . . X”’ 1x”/ 1 . . y,n. I- 1 J+I ,,I 
Suppose first that m = I,(g) in the above. Then {t E TI mult,( g) # 0) c 
iI,> . ..> I,,> and (2.4) implies that the ti are pairwise distinct. Now if ni = 0 
in Z ordC,,j, then ord(ti) = ord(xi so x:‘= 1. Hence {r E T[ mult,(g) #O} = 
it , , . . . . t,n>, proving the first claim in (ii). 
If instead we take x?’ . . .x2 to be a reduced expression for g with m 
minimal among all such reduced expressions for g, then (2.4) implies 
that the ti are pairwise distinct (so m= f,(g), proving (i)). Also, ord(ri) = 
ord(xi) so in Zord (,,) we have Inill = In,1 (otherwise the expression wouldn’t 
be reduced). Hence 
n1 
,F,. ilmWdll = &, Ilmult,(g)lj = j, liniil = i In,l = l(g). 
r-i 
(iii) First, we show that for z E T and g E G, 
(2.5) mult,(fg)=mult,(g)+ 1. 
By (2.2) this follows from mult,(t) = 1 (t E T). So suppose / = 
x; . . . $1 X”E T (x,EX, n,~Z\>{0)). Set tI=x~...x:“..j.x, and t,‘= 
y; . . . .qx”,y ;- )I: . . x:“:; . -y, (Odi<m) and note that t ‘tit=t:. Now 
N(r)=t,+~~=,(n,tj-n,t:). But t=l,, and I,=[ iff fl=t (Ibi<m). 
Hence mult,(t) = 1, proving (2.5). 
Let x7’ ...xz be a strongly reduced expression for go G. For i = 1, . . . . m, 
set t;=I;‘...Xy’ 1. x,. We show that if TV T and IImult,(g) - 1 !I = 
Ilmult,(g)II then /(t ‘g) = I(g); proofs of the other parts of (iii) are similar. 
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If Ilmult,(g) - 1 II = I mult,(g)l] then we must have t = t, and n, = 
- (ord( t,) - I)/2 for some i (1 < id m). Hence 
so I(t ‘g)</(g). A similar argument shows that since Ilmult,(t-‘g)l] = 
Ilmult,(t-‘g)+ 1!1 (by (2.5)) we have f(t(t ‘g))<I(t-‘g). Hence 
4-k) = 4g). I 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Let g = x?’ . ..x., where X~E X, nip Z. If‘ t E T, 
E E { + I }, and I( t”g) < f(g), then for some i, t”g = XI’ . . . x7- ix: ’ “x:; f . . . x2 
und t = x;’ . ..xl’-. .x. I. 
Proof This holds since N(g) = n, I, + . . . + n,, t,, where t, = 
X;” .*.xy; ‘Xi. 1 
The above corollary is an analogue of the exchange condition for 
Coxeter groups [ 1, Chap. IV, No. 1.51. 
(2.7) LEMMA (cf. [ 10, Proposition 11). rf t E T, then I(t) is odd. If 
t = $1 . . . .&I, where xigX, ci~{+_l}, ,und l(t)=2n+l, then I= 
xy...x;.x,+,. 
Proof: Suppose first that f(t) is even; write t = xy where x, y E G and 
/(x)=l(y)=l(t)j2 and let x?‘...xz be a reduced expression for x (note 
1(x) 3 1). Then t ‘x = y-l so f(t--‘x) = /(y-l) = I(x). By Corollary 2.6, t = 
x;” . . . x :‘:;.xi for some i (l<i<m); this implies I(t)<1+2Cj:! In,l< 
2 x7=, ln,il =21(x) = f(t), and so I(t) must be odd. 
Now suppose that t = xf’ . . . x!$;‘r where X~E X, E,E { + I }, and I(t) = 
2n+ 1. Let x=x~‘...x:+~, and ~~=x~;;~...x~~;l,. Then t-‘x=y ‘, so 
I(t ‘x)=I(y-l)</(x). Hence t=xil...x: i-xi for some i (l<i<n+l). 
Since f(t)=2n+l, it follows that i=n+l. I 
A simple argument shows that if I,, I, E T, ty = t;, and ty # 1 (m, n E Z) 
then f,=c,. Set Y”={x”IxEX,mE%,x”‘#l}. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let M be uny monoid. if f: Y” + M is any function such 
that 
whenever x, YE Y” and [xyx...],,= [yxy...], (I,([xyx...],)=m), then 
there exists ajiinction7: G + M such thatT(x, -..x,)=.~(x~)...~(x,) when- 
ever x,E Y” (i= 1, . . . . n) and 1,(x, . ..x.)=n. 
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ProoJ It is easy to check that if x, E Y” (i=O, . . . . n), /,(x1 . . .x,,) = n, 
and /,(.x,x, ... x,,)<nthenx,x,...x,=x,....~,...x,forsomei(lei~n). 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of [9, Theoreme 23. 1 
(2.9) LEMMA. Suppose x, ye X (x # y) und that some relation 
[x=yPx% ... I,, = [y”x’y”...], (x, /YEZ; ~,([x”y”x” ... ],,)=m 2 2) holds 
in G. For fixed x, y, suppose m is the smallest positice integer for which such 
a relation holds. Then either m = 2 and xy = yx, or x1 = ~1’ = I. 
Prouj: First, observe the following consequence of Lemma 2.8. If 
xi, y,~ Y” (i= 1, . . . . m), I,(x,...x,,)=m, and x, . ..x.=y, . ..y.,,, then the 
sequence x,, . . . . x,,, can be changed to y,, . . . . y,,, by successive applications 
of the following operation: 
replace a subsequence x, y, x, . . . (of length r) by the sequence y, x, y, . . (of 
lengthr) where x, JJE Y” (x# y), l,([xyx...],)=r, and [xJx...]~= 
[yxy...],. 
As a consequence of this, if X,E Y” (i= l,... :m) and f,(x, . . ..u..)<m. 
then a finite number of the above operations can be used to convert the 
sequence x,, . . . . x, into a sequence y,, . . . . y,,, in which, for some i 
(ldi<m--I)andxEX,y,E(x),andy,,,E(x). 
Now consider a relation in the statement of Lemma 2.9; suppose that 
(with x, y, m fixed) Irl + I/I is taken as small as possible. First suppose 
m = 2. Then N(x”“yB) = N( ypxl), i.e., xx + /3x” . y = /jy + ryB . x which 
implies x = yP . x, i.e., xyP= y”x. By minimality of Iri + IpI, 131 = i. 
Similarly, 181 = 1. So if m = 2, xy = yx. 
Suppose now that m # 2; then m 3 3. Define x,=x, r,= r (i odd), and 
x,= y, ri=P (i even); let ti=x?‘...x::.-;.x,, t(=xl’...x:‘.x,-, (iEN, 
ia 1). Since N(xT’ . ..x>) = N(x;‘...x,“,“; ‘,), it follows that 
r,t, + .‘. +a,ntm=!x2t; + ‘.’ +c&,+,t;. 
The remarks at the start of the proof imply that t,, . . . . t, are pairwise 
distinct, and t’, , . . . . t& are pairwise distinct; moreover, t, # t; unless perhaps 
(2i- 1) + (2j-- 1) 3 2m. Hence there is a permutation II of { 1, . . . . m ‘, 
such that ti= t&,,, and i+ n(i) > m + 1 (i = 1: . . . . m). It follows that 
n(i) = m + 1 - i. In particular, t, = tk , which may be rewritten as 
y1 y x -z3xw . . . xG = xmx-v . . x=?“- I I’2 3 4 m 2 3 ,?I ,XmX,,=“‘i. ‘. 
The remarks at the beginning imply that these are I,-reduced expressions, 
and that x2 = x;2, x7’ = x3 “I. By symmetry, x, = x’;’ and x;’ = xqz4; hence 
x,=x;‘=x;z’=x, ‘, i.e., x2 = 1, and similarly y2 = 1. 1 
Detinc an isomorphism 0 : (G, , X, ) -+ (G,, X2) of rcflcction systems to be 
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a group isomorphism 0: G, + G, which restricts to a bijection X, -+ X,. 
The next result describes the classification of reflection systems. 
Let (X, E) be an undirected graph; i.e., X is a set and E is a set of 
2-subsets of X. Suppose given functions f: X + (n E N 1 n > 2) u (m } and 
g:E+{n~N~n~3}u{co} such that if {x,y}~E and g({x,y})#z 
then f’(x) = f(y) = 2. 
Let G be the group generated by X, subject to the following relations 
(a)-(c): 
(a) x’(x)= 1 (XEX,f(X)#a) 
(b) XY=YX (x, VEX {x, y) 4E) 
(c) (xY)~“~~.“‘)= 1 (1x9 y) EE, g({x, y})# co). 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. The natural map i: X-+ G is injective. Identify X 
with a subsef of G via this map. Then (G, X) . IS a reflection system, and every 
reflection system is isomorphic to one arising this way. 
Proof: Let (G, X) bc a reflection system. Using Lemma 2.8 and an argu- 
ment similar to that of the proof of [I, Chap. IV, Sect. 1, Theoreme 11, G 
may be identified with the group generated by X, subject to certain rela- 
tions x)1 = 1 (x E X, n = ord(x) finite) and [x”y”x” . . . 1, = [ y”x’y”. . . 1, 
(x, y E X, !zt, /I E Z). By Lemma 2.9, (G, X) has a presentation on generators 
X as described before Proposition 2.10. 
Conversely, let G be a group with a representation as described before 
Proposition 2.10. Let X’= {x E Xl f(x) = 2). Consider a Coxeter system 
(W, X’) such that for x, YE X’ with x # y, ord(xy) equals g({x, y}) if 
{x, yj E E, and equals 2 otherwise. There is a homomorphism G + W 
induced by the map XH x(x E X’) and x H 1 (x E X\X’) and the composite 
map X’q X -+ G + W is injective. Hence the restriction il., is injcctive. 
Similarly, for any x E X\X’ one may define a homomorphism from G to the 
cyclic group of order/(x), taking i(x) to a generator and i(x’) to 1 for any 
x’ E X\(x). Hence i is injective, and ord(i(x)) =,f(x) (XE X). Also, for 
x, y E X’, ord(i(x) i(y)) equals g( {x, y}) if {x, y } E E, and equals 2 
otherwise. Now identify X with i(X) c G. To show (G, X) is a reflection 
system, it is suflicicnt to show that for each defining relation x7’ . ..x$ = 1 
(x,EX, n,EZ) of G, we have n,x,+n,x;“-x,+ ... +n,x;l...xE; \. 
x, = 0 in Mo,,,, and this may bc directly checked for each type of relation 
(a)-(c). I 
It is easily seen that G is the semidirect product of the Coxcter group 
(X’) by the normal subgroup of G generated by reflections of order 
different from 2. 
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(2.1 I ) Remurk. Let (G, A’) be a reflection system, and A” c X. Then 
((A”), X’) is a reflection system and its length function is the restriction of 
I to (X’). In particular, X is a minimal set of generators for G. 
3. REFIICTION SUBGROUPS 
Let (G, A’) denote a fixed reflection system; we retain the notation of 
Section 2. If G, is any subgroup of G and a = x,, ,-a,~ EM,,,,, we abuse 
notation and write an G, = C,, rIXG, a, t. We say that G, is a reflection 
subgroup of (G, X) if G, = (G, n T). 
(3.1) DEFINITION. If G, is a subgroup of G, WC set 
%(G,)= {te TIN(t)nG, = It). 
Note that %(G,)sG, and G,nX=x(G,)nX. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let G, lx any subgroup of G. 
(i) 1f‘x~Xu.X ‘, then 
x(x.(;,)= 
x.;((G,) b#G’,) 
AC,) (x E G, 1. 
(ii) I” t E G, n 7’ then there exist m E N, t,, . . . . t,,, E x(G, ), wd 
c:,...,c,~{+l) such thut f=t~..~r;‘.~,,. 
(iii) Define Iv, : G -+ MC,.,, us follows: .~,(g)=N(g)nG,(g~G). 
Then for LEG and heG,, N,(hg)=N,(h)+h.N,(g). 
Proof: (i) It is sufficient to show that if x E X, .Y 4 G,, and t; E { + 1 1 
then x’ x( G, ) c x(x” G, ). This follows since for I E ;(( G, ), 
N(x~tx-“)nx”~G,=[~~+x~~N(t)-cx~~~x]nx~~G, 
=xc~[(r:x+N(t)-cr.x)nG,] 
=x”.(N(t)nG,) since x$G,, (.x&G, 
= xc . t. 
(ii) The proof of (ii) is by induction on f(r). If I(r) = 1, take m = 0 
and t,, = t. 
Now suppose I( 1) > 1. By Lemma 2.7, there exists x E Xu X -’ with 
f(x.t) < r(r). Set t’=x. f and G’=x.G,. By induction, there exist 
I ,,,, . ..1 zO E ,Y(G’) and c,, . . . . c,, E { f I } such that t’ = tf; . ‘1;’ . t,,. If x E G’. 
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then 1=x ‘tz... 1’;’ . t, gives an expression for t of the required form. If 
xg G’, set si=x ‘.ti (O<ifm). Then by (i), s,~x(G,) (i=O ,..., m) and 
we have t=s~....s~~.s,. 
(iii) If hgG, and LEG, then 
N,(k)= CM~)+~-NK)I~G, 
=(N(h)nG,)+(h.N(g)nG,) 
=N,(h)+h.(Ng)nG,) since h.G,=G, 
= N,(h) + h . N,(g). 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let G, he a rejlection subgroup of (G, X) and set 
X, = x(G,). Then 
(i) G, n T= UKEG, gx, g-’ 
(ii) (G,, X,) is a rejkction system; the car-responding rcljlection 
cocycle N, : G, -+ MCc;,,x,, is given hy N,(g) = N(g) n G,(gE G,). 
Proof: Let G’, = (X,) and T; = UKEG.; gX, g ‘. Then by Lem- 
ma 3.2(ii), G,nTsT;; hence G,nT=T;. So G,=(G,nT)= 
(T’, ) c (X, ) = G’, G G,. Hence G, = (X, ), and (i) follows. Now define 
N, : G, -+ M,,, x,) by N,(g)=N(g)nG,. Then for g,hEG,, Lem- 
ma 3.2(iii) implies N,(hg) = N,(h) + h . N,(g). Also, N(x) =x for XE X, by 
definition of X,. Since G, = (X, ), (G,, X,) is a reflection system. 1 
If G, is a reflection subgroup of (G, H) and X, = x(G,), we say (G,, X,) 
is a reflection subsystem of (G, X) and write (G,, X,) < (G, X). If 
(G,, X,)<(G, X) and X,!zG,cG, then (G,, X,)b(G,, X,) iff(G,, X,)6 
(G, Xl. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Suppow (G,, X,)d(G, X). 
(i) Let I’ he the length function on (G,, X,). Fix LEG,, teG,n T, 
and c E { a 1 ). Then i(t”g) is greater than, equal to, or less than f(g) 
according as whether l’(t’g) is greater than, equal to, or less than f’(g). 
(ii) For any h E G, the coset G, h has a unique element h, of minimal 
length I(h,). For any g E G, and t E G, n T, mult,(gh,) = mult,( g). 
Proof: All claims in (i) follow directly from Theorem 3.3 and Lem- 
ma 2.3(iii). To prove (ii), let ho be an element of G, h with I(h,,) minimal. 
Then l(tcho)>I(ho) for all teG, n T and CE { f l}, so Lemma 2.3(iii) 
implies mult,(h,) = 0 for all t E G, n T, i.e., N(h,)n G, =O. The claim 
mult,(gh,) = mult,(g) follows from (2.2). Finally, this last fact together 
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with (i) shows that for BEG,, /(g/z,) - /(h,,)>/‘(g) so ho is the unique 
element of G,h of minimal length. 1 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Let T’ G 1: Then T’ = x( ( T’)) ijffbr all t,, t2 E T’. 
ill, 12)=%(<tl, tz>). 
ProqJ Suppose T’ = x( (T’)); then from Definition 3.1 and 
Remark2.11, x(((t,,f,}))={t,,t,} for any z,,~~ET’. Conversely, 
assume z(<{f,, I,}))= {t,, tz} f or all r,, t, E T’. Set W’= (T’) and let 
I’, I” be the length functions on (W’, T’), (W’, x( IV’)), respectively. We 
first prove the following claim by induction on I’( iv) (1~ E W’). 
(3.6) If r E T’ and E E { _+ 1) then /‘(r&iv) is greater than, less 
than, or equal to I’(w) according as I”(r’%t’) is greater than, 
less than, or equal to /“(,v). 
The claim (3.6) clearly holds if I’(w) = 0. Suppose now /‘(iv) = n > 0. Let 
r~ T’ and E E ( _+ 1 }. If f’(r”w) c/‘(w), then f’(r ‘(r%)) > 1’(r’%) and so by 
induction, l”(w) > I”(r%). 
Consider now the case I’(r”w) >, I’(w). Choose s E T’ and v E { + 1 1 so 
that /‘(s’w) </‘(iv). 
We may write M: =xw’ where .YE (r, s), I’(w) = I’(x) + /‘(IV’), and 
I’(s”x) < l’(x): among all such expressions, choose one with I’(x) maximal. 
Then for any PE { + 1 }, we have I’(r%‘) >f’(w’) and I’(s%:‘)>,f’(w’). By 
induction, these imply that I”(.s%v’) > I”(rv’) and 1”(r%‘) 2 ~“(Lv’). But from 
Lemma 2.3(iii), I”(s%‘) = I”( iv’) implies I”(.9 9~‘) < /“(iv’); hence 
I”(.Piv’) > I”(w’). Similarly, l”(r%v’) > I”(bl’). By (3.4), it follows that it” is 
the element of minimal length f”(w’) in the coset (r, s) w’ (since {r, s) = 
Z((r,s))). Hence N(M”)A (r,s)=O. 
Suppose l’(r6w) > I’(w). Then f”‘(r”x) > /“l(x) where I”’ is the length 
function on ((r, s), {r, s}). From Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 2.3(iii), 
Ilmult,(r”x)ll > Ilmult,(x)‘l. Now mult,(\v) = muIt, + mult,.., .Jw:‘) = 
muit, and muIt, = muIt, + mult, ,, ,.Jw’) = mult,(r”x) by 
(2.2). Hence I)mult,(r”w)l > Ilmult,(w)l) which implies /“(t-k) > I”(w). 
Similarly, if I’(r’%) 2 /‘(iv), then I”(r%) > [“(MI). If [‘(r’k) = I’( IC), then 
I’(r-‘(r”Iv)) > l’(r”w) so I”(r-“(r%)) > f”(r”w). Thus, if I’(r%) = r’(w), then 
I”(r”w) = I”(M’) and so (3.6) is proved. 
Now we show x( W’) E T’. Let t E x( W’). Choose r E T’ and v E { + 1) 
with /‘(r”f) < I’(t). Then I”(r’t) < 1”(t) = 1, hence t = r. ‘. This implies 
t=rET’. 
Finally, we show T’ E x( W’). Let TE T’ and choose I E x( W’) and 
VE { + 11 with f”(t”r) <I”(r). Then TV T’ by above, so I’(t?r) <I’(r) = 1. 
Hence r = t-’ which implies r = t E x( W’). 1 
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(3.7) PROPOSITION. Fix a finite subset T’ of T. Define sets T,(I’EN) as 
fuffows. Set T, = T’. Given T,(i E N), set Ti+ , = T, if x( (t, t’)) = {t, t’} for 
all t, t’ E Ti. Otherwise, choose t, t’ E T, with x( (t, t’)) # {t, t’} and set 
Ti+I=(Ti\{t,t’})UX((t, 1’)). 
Then there exists some iE N with 7, = Ti , , ; moreover, ;c( (T’)) = T,. 
ProoJ: The proof depends on the following simple properties (3.8k 
(3.10) of two-generator eflection groups. 
(3.8) If t, t’~ T(t # 1’) and G= (I, t’) then # (X) = 2. 
By considering homomorphisms from G to cyclic groups as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.8, one reduces the proof of (3.8) to the case in which all 
elements of X are of order 2; i.e., (G, X) is a Coxeter system. Then 
(G, {I, t’}) is a Coxeter system, with length function I’, say. It follows that 
T= {gEGII’(g)isodd}= {gEGIf(g) is odd ). If, say, r, s, t E X were all 
distinct, this would imply rst E T(l(rst) = 3) and so rst = rsr by Lemma 2.7. 
Hence #(X) < 2; by the remark before Lemma 2.8, # (X) = 2. 
(3.9) Fix t, t’~ T with t # t’ and let G’= (t, t’), X’= x(G’). 
Then #(X’) = 2 and X’ G lJgcG., g{ t, t’} g ‘. 
The claim #(X’) = 2 follows from (3.8) and Theorem 3.3; the other claim 
is easily checked since by Proposition 2.10, G’ is either a dihedral group, or 
a free or direct product of two cyclic groups. 
If t,t’~T(t#t’) and ~((t,t’))={t,,f,}#{f,t’j, then 
(3.10) f(t,)+r(t,)<~(t)+l(t’). 
Let G’ = (t, t’) and I’ be the length function on (G’, {t,, t,}). Assume 
without loss of generality that t # t2 and t’$ {I,, t2}. Using Proposi- 
tion 2.10 again, it is easily checked that there exist sequences 
(x,,, . . . . x,,) E G’” + ’ and ( yO, . . . . y,) E G’” + ’ such that n30, xO=t,, x,=t, 
xix,; II ETUT ’ (i=l,..., n), and I’(x,)< ... <I’(x,), andm>l,y,=t,, 
y,,=t’, yiyi ‘,ETuT ’ (i=l,..., m), and f’(y,)<...<l’(y,). By 
Corollary 3.4(i), /(x0) < . . . < /(x,) and I(y,) < . . . < I(y,). Hence 
I(t,) d r(t) and I(t,) < f(t’), proving (3.10). 
Now consider a sequence { Tijie h: as in the statement of Proposition 3.7. 
By (3.9) and (3.10), if Tj# Ti+, then Cle7,+, I(~)cC,,~,I(~). It follows 
that T,= T,,, for some ie N. By Proposition 3.5, T, = x( (T,)). But 
(T;)=(T, ,)= . ..=(T.,)=(T’). m 
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(3.11) COROLLARY. LA T’ s T and G’ = ( T’). Then 
(i) #MG’))6 #CT’) 
(ii) G’ n T= lJfiEGS gT’g ‘. 
ProoJ The general case reduces to the case in which #(T’) is finite. 
Define T,(ie N) as in Proposition 3.7. By (3.9), for any iE N we have 
#(T,)> #(Ti+r) and T,+,c_U~~~. gT’g--*; (ii) now follows by 
Theorem 3.3(i). i 
To conclude this section we note two special cases of Theorem 3.3. Let 
A EN u {x } and G be the free product of cyclic groups (xi) where 
ord(xi) E A(i E I). Then any subgroup of G generated by conjugates of the 
xi is itself a free product of cyclic groups with orders lying in the set A (a 
well-known theorem of Kurosh implies that any subgroup of G is a free 
product of cyclic groups). 
The most interesting application of Theorem 3.3 is to Coxeter systems. 
Note that a pair (G, X) is a Coxeter system iff it is a reflection system and 
X consists of involutions. Hence any reflection subgroup of a Coxeter 
system has a canonical set of Coxeter generators. 
4. REFLECTION SUBGROUPS AND GEOMETRIC REALIZATIONS 
OF COXETER GROUPS 
Throughout this section, V denotes a real vector space equipped with a 
symmetric bilinear form (. / .) and I7 is a basis of V consisting of vectors tl 
with (al a) = 1. For non-isotropic z E V, let r,: V-+ V denote the corre- 
sponding reflection, defined by 
We let R= {r, 
for all r~Z7). 
Icr~Z7}, W=(R), @= W17, and O+=(~zE,r~z~ I&20 
(4.1) LEMMA. The conditions (a) and (b) below are equicalent : 
(a) @=@+u(-@+) 
(b) for all u, p E I7 with sl # /3, (4.2) below holds 
(4.2) cosE[nEN,n>2 ~(-30, -1-J. 
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PWOJ Suppose first that #(n) = 2, say Z7= {a, B). Then one may 
check that 
where the p,$ E R are defined recursively by p0 = 0, p, = 1, P,, + Z = 
2(4P)Pn+l - p,, (n E N). The equivalence of (a), (b) may be checked by 
explicitly solving this recurrence formula. The general case is reduced to the 
dihedral case just considered by a standard argument (see the proof of the 
implication (1) 3 (2) of the main theorem of [S]). 1 
For the remainder of this section, we assume that the equivalent condi- 
tions of Lemma 4.1 hold. The following lemma follows from Lemma 4.1 by 
standard arguments [ 11,4]. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let T=U,,.EwwRbt’-’ und define m: W-+9(@+) by 
m(w) = @ + n w ‘( - @ - ) (w E W). Then ( W, R) is a Coxeter system, the 
map r H rx (r E @ + ) defines a bijection @ + + T, and the reflection cocycle 
N: W+ M~W,R, is gicen by N(M?)=~:,~,~~,~ 1) lr,. 
Every Coxeter system is isomorphic to one of those described in 
Lemma 4.3. For the rest of this section, (W, R) denotes a fixed Coxeter 
system realized geometrically as in Lemma 4.3. We also identify M(,,., 
with the W-module of finite subsets of T, with symmetric difference as addi- 
tion and (left) W-action by conjugation. 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let I-G @ +, R’= (r,IxE17}, and W’= (R’). Then 
R’ = I( W’) zjjf for any a, b E r with r # /I, the condition (4.2) is satisfied. 
Proof: By Proposition 3.5, there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that #(r) = 2, say r= {x, /1}. Suppose first that R’= x( W’), and let 
n=ord(r,rlr). For O<m<n, set w,=[ ...rar,rp]m, and note that 
I’(w,r,) > Z’(w,) where I’ denotes the length function on ( W’, R’). By 
Corollary 3.4(i) this implies l(w,r,) > Qw,) and hence w,(a) E Q, +. 
Similarly, w;(p) E @ + where wh= [ . ..r.rSrl],,, (O<m<n). Now write 
w,(a) = c,a + d,,,/?, w;(P) = &or + dLb (c,,, d,,,, ck, d;E R). We will show 
that for O<m <n, we have d,,, 20, dk 20; then by symmetry, c,bO, 
ch30 also. The proof will be by induction on /(r,). 
Suppose first that f(r,) = I. Then a E A’. Write /I = x.,E n a,;, where a7 E R 
(~~17). Since /?eTG@+, we have a,>0 for all ;,~i7, and since /3#a 
we have a,,>0 for some */O~II\{~}. For O<m<n, w,(a)=c,r+ 
xYEn d,,,cr,y E @ -‘. The coeflicient of y0 in this is d,,,a.,.O > 0, so d,,, 20. 
Similarly, dk 2 0. 
Now suppose that I(r,) > 3, and the claim holds for x’, /I’ E @ + with 
2 # P’, { rzer ile} = x( (rue, rp,)), and l(r,.)<I(r,). Set W’= (rz, rs). By 
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Lemma 2.7, there exists s E R with f(sr,s) < I(r,). Then SE N(r,), s # r3, and 
:V(r,) n W’= {r,}, so s+! W’. Let W” =s W’s; note that sa, s/I E @ ’ and 
that by Lemma 3.2(i), x( W”) = {sr,s, srgs} = (r,,, r.,,[,}. By induction, for 
O<m<n, 
[ . . r,pr,,r,P],, (sa) = c,sa + d,,.s/I 
and 
[ . . . r.szr,Br.,l],n ($1) = chsx + d:,,.$, 
where d,,,, d;, 3 0. Applying s to these equations gives w,,,(a) = c,,,a + dm/j, 
H$(/I) = &a + d;,,[I where d,, > 0, cl;,, > 0 as desired. 
Set @‘= (r,, rs) 17’ where ZI’= {IW, /I), and rD’- = {ca+d/jE@‘I 
r>O, d>O}. Now the elements of @’ are +~,(a), +$,,@) (0 <m <n). 
Hence @’ = @’ + u ( - @J’ + ) and so by Lemma 4.1, (4.2) must be satisfied. 
Hence if R’ = I( W’), then (4.2) holds. 
Conversely, suppose (4.2) holds. Define r’, /I’ E @ + by z( (r,, rp)) = 
{r,.: rp,). By Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 3.1 l(ii), (cc’, /I’} c R+r + R + p and 
{a,/?}sRC2’+RL/?’ where R+={c~RjckOj. This implies (X,/I]= 
{a’, /I’}: hence (r,, ra} = x( (rx, ra)) as required. 1 
The canonical generators of finitely generated reflection subgroups may 
be determined by an algorithm using Theorem 4.4, Lemma 3.2(i), and the 
following result, the proof of which is omitted here. 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. Fix a E I7 und /i’ E @ * with a # /?. Set W’ = ( rl, rB). 
(i) If(al/?)$ { -cos(k@)Ik, nEN,O<k<n} then 
(ii) Suppose (3 I/?) = -cos(kxjn) \t,here k, n E N, 0 <k < n, und 
gcd(n,k)=l.Forp~Nwithp>lsett,,=.s,~~~s, ,..~,wheres,=r~ifpis 
odd and s,, = rx ifp is et’en. Choose m, , m2 E N satisfying m, k E 1 (mod n). 
m,k = - 1 (mod n). Then 
{rw $1 if n = 2 
A W’) = {ra, fm2} if n#2 and rl E Wt,,) 
{rIT t,, I if nf2 and rl $ Nt,,, 1. 
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5. REFLECTION S~JBGROUPS OF AFFINE WEYL GROUPS 
If A , , . . . . A, are Coxeter systems, their direct product will be denoted by 
xA,,;forinstancc, (W,,R,)x(W,,R,)=(W,x W,,(R,x{l})u 
$; ;‘k,)). 
For an irreducible root system X of type A,(/> l), B,(1>3), C,(fb2), 
D,(I 2 4), E,, E,, E,, F4, or G,, let W(X) denote the finite Coxeter system 
of type X, and W(8) denote the Coxeter system of type 2 (the corre- 
sponding aflinc Weyl group [l, Chap. VI, Lemmas 4.1, 4.33; we write c, 
instead of B,). 
In this section, we apply Theorem 4.4 to prove the following 
(5.1) THEOREM Let X he an irreducible root system (of type AI, . . . . G,). 
(i) If W(X) has a reflection subsystem isomorphic to W(X,) x ... x 
W(X,) (where the Xi are root systems each of type A,, . . . . G,) then 
W(z) has a rej7ection subsystem isomorphic to W(R,) x . . . x W(xi) x 
W(X,+,)x ..’ x W(X,). 
(ii) Every rejlection subsystem of W(B) is isomorphic to one of those 
described in (i ). 
(5.2) For the proof of Theorem 5.1, it is convenient to use facts 
concerning the (real) root systems of affme Kac Moody Lie algebras. 
The required facts may all be found in [8, Chap. 63; WC will also use the 
notation there. 
Fix a root system X (of type A,, . . . . G,). Consider the afhne Cartan 
matrix A of type X (‘) [8 Chap. 43; for convenience, we always enumerate 
the vertices of the corrcs;onding Dynkin diagram as in [S, Sect. 6.11. 
Let g(A) be the alline Lie algebra corresponding to A, h its Cartan sub- 
algebra, I7 = {x0, . . . . x,) c $* the set of simple roots, and A”‘(AT) denote 
the set of real roots (respectively positive real roots). Let (.I .) denote 
the symmetric binlinear form on h * defined by [8, 6.2.21. Write 
I’=Rr,+ ... +Rcr,, li=Rr,+ ... + Rr,, I?= {z,, . . . . 2,). The restriction 
of (. 1.) to an R-valued form on V (rcsp. 9) is positive semidefinite (resp. 
positive definite) and the corresponding reflections rz in elements r of I7 
(resp. Z?) form the set of simple reflections for a Coxeter system ( W, , R,) 
(rcsp. ( W,, R,)) of type W(8) (resp. W(X)) realized geometrically on V 
(resp. VO); we also set A = Aren I’,, d” + = A; n VU. Note that d’ is a root 
system of type X. 
For any two elements cx, /IE A”, set c,,~= (~18)/11~1) 1[1il, n,,@= 
Z(alfi)/(c~lr); note na,P is an integer. 
Ry Theorem 4.4, the reflection subgroups of W(f) are parametrized by 
the subsets r of ArY such that for distinct a, /I E f, c,.~E (- 00, - l] u 
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{ -cos(7cc/n)pzEN,nZ2); moreover, the isomorphism type of the Coxeter 
system corresponding to such a subset f is determined by the matrix 
(c~.,~)~,~~~. By [8, 6.3a, e and 6.2.41, the set of such matrices coincides with 
the set of matrices (L’,,~),,~~ ,- where f E /i satisfies 
c E x.8 -cos+N,n>2 u(-z, -I] (2. p E r, a # P). 
But for r, p E d” with r # /j, c .~,~(-cos(~/n)In~N,n32}u(-~. -l]iff 
n,,bO (cf. [l, p. 1481). 
For any subset I‘ of 8, let M(T) be the matrix (nl.P)l,PFr. For any 
generalized Cartan matrix, (uii) the Weyl group of the associated Kac-- 
Moody Lie algebra has Coxeter matrix (m,,) where the m,, are computed 
as in [8, Sect. 3.133. The preceding paragraph implies that the isomor- 
phism types of reflection subsystems of I+‘(?) are precisely those of the 
Coxeter systems associated to the matrices M(f), where f runs through 
the subsets of d’ for which M(f) is a generalized Cartan matrix. 
(5.3) Proof’ of’ Theorem 5.1 (i). Let ( W’, R’) be a reflection subsystem of 
( W,, R,); let l‘ denote the set of positive roots of R corresponding to R’. 
Then r is a simple system for W’l-; i.e., I’ is linearly independent, and 
every element of W’T is a linear combination of elements of 1.. with coef- 
ficients of the same sign (by Theorem 4.4, Lemma 4.1, and [ 1, Chap. V. 
No. 3.61). Using Theorem 4.4 and [ 1, p. 1481, it follows that M(I) is a 
generalized Cartan matrix. Let ( W’, R’) s ( W’, , R’, ) x . . x ( WA, Rk) be the 
decomposition of ( W’, R’) into irreducible Coxeter systems. This 
corresponds to a partition r= Uy=, ri of r into mutually orthogonal non- 
empty subsets l‘,, each of which can’t be further decomposed in this way. 
Note that I’i is a simple system in the root system Wiri, and that the type 
of the root system W,l; is the same as that of the Cartan matrix M(T;) 
(one of A,, . . . . G,). An irreducible factor ( W,!, RI) of (W’, R’) of type W(A,j 
(rev WB,h WC,), W(D,), W&L WE,), WE,), WF,), W(G2)) 
corresponds to a subset ri with M(I‘,) of type A, (resp. R, or C,, C, or B,, 
D,, E,, E,, E,, F4, G,). Now the root systems W,I‘, are pairwise 
orthogonal. Hence to prove (i), it is sufficient by (5.2) to show that if I’ is 
a set of simple roots for a root system @ of type A, (resp. B,, Cl, D,, E,: 
E,, E,, F4, G2) then there exists a~@\,r such that M(I’u (x}) is a 
generalized Cartan matrix of type Ai” (resp. Bj’) or Diy,, Cl” or A$! i, 
D”’ Ei” E”’ F(l) Fi”, Gy’). This is easily checked from [ 1, 
pi. 25&275]; ixiep; ;o; D$‘,‘, and AL:). , , one takes a to be the negative of 
the highest root of @. 
(5.4) Proof of Theorem 5.1 (ii). Fix a subset I- of d’ such that M(I‘) is 
a generalized Cartan matrix. Let f = IJ” , I’, be the decomposition of 1‘ 
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into non-empty mutually orthogonal subsets each of which can’t be further 
decomposed in this way. 
Now fix i. We define a subset r/ E I-j as follows. Since (.I.) is positive 
definite on V,,, AI is a generalized Cartan matrix of finite or afhne type 
(see [8, Sect. 4.53 and [ 1, Chap. V, No. 3.63). If AI is of linitc type, 
then Ti is linearly indcpcndcnt; in this case, set r/ = 1‘;. If M(I’,) is of afline 
type, let I’, = {a,,, . . . . a,,} be an indexing of the elements off, corresponding 
to the standard indexing of the Dynkin diagram of M(I’,) in [S, pp. 488491 
and let ai bc the positive intcgcr attached to the ith node of that Dynkin 
diagram. Note that M(f,) is not of type A y’ or A$’ (I 3 2) (else d” would 
contain roots with lengths in the ratio 1 : 2). In this case: we set f‘! = 
{a a,>. I, . . . . 
Now define r’ = (Jy=, rc. The irreducible components of the Coxeter 
system corresponding to M(T) (resp. M(T’)) are the Coxeter systems 
corresponding to the M(I’,) (resp. M(I’;)). If M(T,) is of type Aj” (resp. 
II”’ C(I) Oj”, Ey’, I?$“, Ei”, FYI, Gy), A\:‘,, @‘_‘,, EL’), Dy’) then the 
Cbx’cte: system corresponding to M(T,) is- of type W(A”,) (resp. W( B,), 
W(G)? wm, w%)9 wJ% w5d, ml’,), w52), wm, W(C)? 
W(pd), w(G?)) and that corresponding to M(f’j) is of type W(A,) (resp. 
WB,), WC,), WD,), WE,), W(C), WE,), WF,), WG,), WC,), 
WB,), WF,), WG,)). 
Hence in order to prove (ii), it is enough to show that ( W,, R2) contains 
a reflection subsystem corresponding to M(T’). Let R’ = { rl 1 ct E I-‘> be the 
set of reflections in the clcments of f ‘, and W’ = (R’). Then ( W’, R’) is a 
Coxeter system of type corresponding to M(T’). Moreover, W’I“ is a root 
system (in the span of I“) with I” as a simple system. Now the subset of 
d” + corresponding to the canonical generators of W’ as a reflection sub- 
group of ( W,, R,) is another simple system for W’f”. Since all simple 
systems for W’T’ arc conjugate in W’, it follows that (W’, R’) is 
isomorphic to a reflection subsystem of ( W,, R2), completing the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. 1 
(5.5) There is a standard algorithm (see [2] or [3]) which determines 
the isomorphism types of the reflection subgroups of a finite Weyl group. 
Together with Theorem 5.1, this algorithm implies that the Coxeter graphs 
corresponding to subsystems of W(R) may be obtained as follows. Begin 
with the Coxeter graph of type R (where X is A,, . . . . G,), and apply a linite 
sequence of the operations 
(i) delete a vertex (and all incident edges) of any connected compo- 
nent 
(ii) replace a connected component which is a Coxctcr graph of type 
A, (resp. B,, Cl, D,, F4, E,, E,, E,, G,) by one of type d, (resp. 8, or c,, 
B, or cl, b,, F4, &, &, &, G,). 
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A Coxeter graph produced in this way corresponds to a reflection 
subgroup of W(X) iff each connected component is the Coxeter graph of a 
finite Weyl group. 
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